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and rocking it back and forth, I could put it to sleep. As the poor
fowl, after being set down, tottered in dreamland, Clare and I
would scream with laughter.
The sheds and vacant lofts in the barns filled up with debris from
the World's Fair. Father bought all the direction signs that had
been on the grounds; for instance, lamp-posts, and many other
souvenirs. The most startling was the golden arm, globe, and sur-
mounting eagle of Daniel French's heroic "Statue of the Republic,"
which stood at one end of the Grand Basin. This was, I believe, the
largest statue ever erected in this country, except the Statue of
Liberty. The little finger was almost as tall as I was, and we had
no barn large enough to contain the arm itself. At his death Father
bequeathed Evamere Hall, its buildings and their contents, to
Western Reserve Academy. As one result that institution has the
best museum of Columbian Exposition relics that exists, I suppose.
I think it must have been after our return from London that we
went to live on the farm. At least, I know it was summer; and we
came back in the summer. My first clear memory of the farm and
the country was of seeing the stars there—liquid as quicksilver and
as bright in the unrelieved darkness of a country night, with not
even the distant glow of a city to dimmish them. I knew then why
Professor Hale liked to study them through his telescope. But I saw
them first through foliage—under trees—and I had to step out to
find clear spaces through which to look at the sky. It was summer.
My Linn cousins in Chicago were cousins on Mother's side, but
Hudson, Ohio, was Ellsworth territory. Aunt Emma Ellsworth
lived on a farm about ten miles from Hudson, and her two children,
Henry and Ruby, became our first playmates. After the house was
remodelled, I had a big room on the third floor—a former attic space
fixed up for a boy's bedroom. A bay window had been put in at
one end; and, because of some architectural necessity, the floor of
this window alcove was raised about a foot above the floor of the
bedroom, forming a natural platform.
To youngsters the suggestion was obvious, and Clare and I soon
used my new room to play school in. Besides the advantages of its
window views and its spaciousness, this room contained a treasure—
a large revolving globe map of the earth mounted on a standard.
Whether it traced to my memory of Dr. Hale's telescope in Chicago

